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With the rise of environmental awareness and carbon emissions concerns, many regions 
in the world have growing integrations of renewable energy sources (RES) and energy 
storage into both conventional transmission grids and distribution grids in the past two 
decades. Even though the grid resilience can be indeed improved in some aspects, power 
electronics-based converters used for RES integrations can also alter dynamic 
characteristics of power grids with fast responses and less inertia. Moreover, due to 
intermittent and uncertain characteristics of RES, the conventional power system is 
becoming more vulnerable to the new occurrence of new dynamics from mutual 
interactions among abundant RES infrastructures. Meanwhile, as extreme weather events 
are occurring more frequently and the threat of cyber-attacks is continuously growing, grid 
resilience has been an important issue in current industry practice, especially after the 
occurrence of the recent power outages in Texas. To ensure the resilience of modern  
power systems  with highly penetrated RES  to malicious and/or unexpected threats,  it 
still remains an open problem in both industrial and academic sector for developing  
practical  and valuable solutions  to maintains situational awareness and an acceptable 
level of operational normalcy for a modern power grid with highly penetrated RES in 
response to disturbances. 

The objective of this special issue is to promote, encourage, and  disseminate state-
of-the-art research works for designing and developing a resilient power grid  with highly 
penetrated  RES penetrated power systems. The guest editorial team solicits original 
research papers with novel contributions in all aspects of that target at, but are not 
restricted to,  theoretical investigations and practical demonstration of various strategies 
for  enhancing  the resilience of power grids with highly-penetrated RES. Topics of interest 
include, but are not limited to: 
 

● Technical review of various technologies for enhancing  the grid’s resilience with RES 

● Advanced communications and control architecture for improving the grid’s resilience 

with RES 

● Integrating RES and energy storage for resilience grids 

● Techno-economic assessment of energy storage technologies for inertia response and 

frequency support for resilience grids 

● Resilient microgrids for critical services 

● Cross-architecture resilience metrics and frameworks  for grids with RES 



● System planning for grid resilience enhancement under extreme weather event  

● Theory, methods and tools, and practical applications of cyber-physical  system for 

power grids  with RES  under the threat of cyber-attacks 

● Cyber security, big data, and machine learning issues of sensing-assisted high 

penetrated RES for grid resilience enhancement  

● Advanced inverter-based resources (IBR) design for  improving the grid’s resilience 

with RES in transmission grids and distribution grids  

● System planning and operations for improving the grid’s resilience with RES in 

transmission grids or distribution grids  

● Advanced protection schemes to mitigate relay mal-operations attributed to high IBR 

penetration 

● Operation strategies and industry practices for resilience enhancement in 

transmission grids or distribution grids 

● Energy efficiency and demand response  for  energy resilient communities 

● New business models and market designs for  resilient grids with RES 

 

 

Submission Guidelines 

 
Authors who wish to submit a paper for consideration must submit an extended abstract 
(2 pages, free format, PDF version) to the Guest Editors identified below. Authors who 
submit an accepted abstract will receive a formal invitation with detailed instructions for 
submission of the complete manuscript to the IAS ScholarOne Manuscripts site. Refer to 
http://www.ias.org for general information about electronic submission through 
ScholarOne Manuscripts. Manuscripts submitted for this Special Issue will be reviewed 
separately and will be handled by a Guest Editorial Board. 
 

Important Dates  

● September 01, 2022: Call for papers announcement 

● March 01, 2023: Deadline for extended abstract submission 

● April 01, 2023: Decision notification for inviting full paper submissions 

● May 01, 2023: Deadline for full paper submission for review in S1M 

● November 15, 2023: Notification of final decisions 

● December 15, 2023: Due date for submission of final files 

● January 1, 2024: Due date for submission of Guest Editorial 

● March 1, 2024: Publication date 
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● Kuo-Lung Lian, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan,  

ryanlian@mail.ntust.edu.tw  

● Jian-Hong Liu, National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan, 
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